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Response to FRC Consultafion on UK Corporate Governance Code 2023 

Q4 Including directors’ commitments to other organisafions in board 
performance reviews is a valuable change. This could prompt both individual 
reflecfion on work balance and career progression as well as idenfifying the 
extent to which such other commitments benefit a director’s contribufion to a 
company, in terms of developing knowledge and skills e.g. understanding of the 
broader industry. 

Q5 Requiring greater transparency about directors’ other commitments could 
be helpful for investors and other stakeholders seeking to consider the board’s 
overall capacity to manage its responsibilifies. This would be parficularly 
relevant where directors chair board commiftees, especially audit commiftees, 
in more than one company. 

Q7 A broader approach to characterisfics of diversity may be helpful for those 
seeking to learn how a company deals with this issue but it is also important for 
boards to consider the fundamental objecfives of establishing and extending 
measures to improve diversity and inclusion. To what extent do such 
considerafions support a company’s parficular strategic objecfives? The pursuit 
of board diversity appears to be predicated on the idea that this will enhance 
board performance by providing diversity of thought but there is liftle evidence 
supporfing this assumpfion. It is worth nofing that a similar idea prompted the 
required appointment of non-execufive directors, assuming that their 
independence would enhance an oversight role: a growing body of research 
quesfions this assumpfion. (see further comments at 
hftp://viewer.zmags.com/publicafion/e8c7bb38#/e8c7bb38/66) 

Q12 I began studying audit commiftees in the 1990s and their responsibilifies 
have extended hugely since then. I have been unable to locate recent research 
into how AC members currently perceive their role and manage its demands: I 
think some insight into this is essenfial before making any further expansion to 
their remit.  

Q13-17 My role as academic adviser to the Turnbull Review Group prompted 
much of my interest in internal control and risk management reporfing - see 
below for links to my published work. Although this research took place two 
decades ago, the insights into the thinking of those involved are sfill relevant. 

http://viewer.zmags.com/publication/e8c7bb38#/e8c7bb38/66
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In parficular, the role of internal audit is important but often overlooked. I hope 
that internal auditors will respond to the consultafion as they are best p[laced 
to take an informed view on these issues. 
In principle, a greater focus on these areas in the Code would be welcome.  
Q15: I think that changing the Code wording from the narrower focus on 
financial reporfing could potenfially extend the scope of the control system in a 
poorly defined way and more thought needs to be given to the pracfical effects 
of this.  
Q17: Definifions of effecfiveness and material weakness depend on the 
idenfificafion of purpose within specific contexts and should be left to boards 
to define. 
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